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Bl'Y YOUR TICKET
TO "A KISS FOR
CINDERELLA"

The Rotunda
W e

CORRECTION
Easter holidays will begin at
noon on April 18 instead of
April 17 as announced in the
last week's Rotunda. Classes
will be resumed on April 23 as
previously announced.

Classes in Home Ec.
and Physical Ed.
Delegates Return
Assist
From Conference

S. T. C. held a debate with
Jestine Cutshal', S. T. C.'s Student government president, and Gettysburg College. Penn., Tuesday evening at 9 o'clock in tinHazel Smith, president elect, left small auditorium. The question
yesterday morning to attend the for debate was: Resolved That
Student government convention Nations of the World Should
to be held at Florida State Col- Agree to Prohibit the Internalegse for Women in Tallahassee tional Shipment of Arms and
from Thursday,
March
28, Munitions. The affirmative was
upheld by Agnes Bondurant and
through Saturday, March 30.
Thursday welcome addresses Margaret Pollard; the negative
will be given, and in the after- was supported by Robert Runk
noon a discussion of dormitory and Sam Schrechengaust.
Both teams most effectively
and social problems will take
place. Thursday night, Dr. K. T. upheld their interpretation of the
Abbey, Professor of History. F. S. question although the debate was
C. W., will speak on "The Stu- non-decisive.
The Debate Club will bring the
dent government — What It Is
and Should be." There will be official debating season to a
talks Friday by several well- close Thursday night, March 28.
known educators.
Dr. Evelyn at 8 o'clock when they take part
Newman of Rollin's College, Win- in a dual contest with Winthrop,
ter Park. Florida, will speak on South Carolina. The question for
"Women and Democracy." Miss discussion is Resolved: That the
Thyrsa Amos of University of Nations Should Agree to Prevent
Pittsburg on "The College Girl the International Shipment of
and her Art of Living," and Dr. Arms and Munitions. The teams,
Philip Davidson, Riofessor of affirmative and negative, will be
Pollard,
History at Agnes Scott, on upheld by Margaret
"Campus Interest in Public Af- Agnes Bondurant, Louise Francis and Dudley Allen, respectfairs."
A number of things have been fully.
This debate is of special interplanned for the enjoyment of
the delegates, among them a est to the college because the
steak fry and swim at Camp opposing teams represent a colFlastocowo on Lake Bradford 'ate lege with which two members of
Thursday afternoon, a banquet our faculty are associated. Dr.
and "play night" Friday nignt, Walmsley was a professor at Winand a trip to Wakulla Spri.igs throp College for a number of
Saturday for those who stav over.
Continued on page 4, Col. 1

amous Alumna
To Speak Here

As announced by the registrar,
the Dean's List of Farmville
State Teachers College for the
Spring Quarter, 1935. includes:
•••Margaret Alsop. Prospect;
"Grace V. Bass.
Evlngton;
"Emma Bingham, Norfolk; Ruby H. B hint on, Guinea Mills;
•••Agnes
Bondurant.
Rice;
•Fanny Bosworth. Brownsburg;
Sallie E. Carter,
Darlington
Heights; •"Carmen Clark, Collieretown;
••Louise
Coleman;
Buffalo Junction; •••Katherlne
Coleman. Orange; Kathryne Cotten. Portsmouth; "Mrs. Mary N.
Crockett, Newport News; Dorothy Deans. Portsmouth; Frances
Elder, Brookneal; OTace Eubank.
Newport News; '"Winnie Frances Eubank, Franklin;
'"Margaret Farrar, Farmville; Louise
Floyd, Birds Nest; "Lena Mac-

Besides attending Farmville,
Mrs. Kline has been a student at
the universities of Cornell, Columbia, Michigan, and Virginia.
She is co-author with her husband, Dr. L W. Kline, of Psychology by Experiment."
During the World War she was
Director of Girl's Work in the
War Camp Community Service
at Dayton, Ohio. She has served
as president of the
Duluth
Branch Association of Collegiate
Alumnae, President of Saratoga
Springs College Club.
As Mrs. Kline is un eminent
authority on psychology, students
here look forward with great interest to her talk. The meeting
will be open and all interested
students and members of the
faculty are invited to attend.

College Holds Major
And Class Elections
Tac Waters Heads the Smith, Crockett, II use,
Seniors; Bowles Jun- and Walmsley Hold
ior President
Major Offices
Tac Waters for three years
president of her class, was on
Tuesday night again eleoted by
unanimous vote of the incoming
Senior Class as their president.
Mary Bowles was elected president of the incoming Junior Class
meeting Tuesday night.
The Juniois elected Margaret
Clark as vice-president; Doris
Coates as secretary and Helen
Boswell as treasurer; Farrar and
Sue Waldo, Giace Eubank, Kitty
Hoyle. Louise Walmsley
and
Claudia Harper.
The freshman class completed
the picliminaries of elections by
nominating three candidates for
presidency. Those before the
class ire Anne Peple, Mary Joyner Cox. and Madeline McGlothlin. The names will be voted
upon tonight at a meeting held
for this purpose.
Class officers not yet elected
will be chosen in :he near future.

Mr. Rimmer. well-known minister and learned scientist, visited
the Hampden-Sydney Campus
the week of March 11, lecturing
and talking with the student
body.
Presenting his faith in Jesus
Christ to the modern mind, his
lectures, attended each evening
by a large assembly, were ttoclnating and intellectual Dr. Rimmer sought to lead college men to
bring the light of all their
scientific learning < all knowledge, to focus on the Bible and
sustained his claim that such
searching and scrutiny did but
further uphold the Integrity of
God's Word.
A noted archaeologist and investigator in modern research. Dr.
Rimmer was prepared to prove
his challenging statement that as
yet no scientific fact had been
established to disprove any passage from the Scriptures. The
evolutionist theory has proved
nothing against the Biblical story
Continued on page 4, Col. 2

Spring Dramatic Club Play
Features Fairy Tale Theme
What ho! look to your feet!
Are they so small and so lovely
that their exquisite beauty brings
princes and policemen alike to
shower them with
passionate
kisses? That, my dears, is the
power of the tootsies belonging
to Knubby Knaub. However, let's
not all begin to stare at those
wonders at the same time for
your admiring glances will bring
forth a, "Now you all quit looking at my feet "from our little
heroine, Cinderella.
The lad who does all the kissing in A Kiss For Cinderella is.
■1 life our own very feminine Helen Shawn. But don't
you know that makebelieve can
work wonders, even to transforming our Helen into a very
versatile young man who in town
is a policeman and then a
prince? It can be done and is efeiy accomplished by lovely
Jac Johnson as the fairy god-

ROTUNDA STAFF
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National Fraternity
Rimmer, Evangelist,
To Entertain Here Visits H.S.C. & S.T.C.
The Virginia Gamma chapter
of Pi Gamma Mu has extended
an invitation for a state convention on Saturday, May 11, at
Farmville to
Radford
State
Teachers College, Emory and
Henry College, Randolph Macon
Woman's College, and William
and Mary College which have
chapters of Pi Gamma Mu on
their campuses.
Tentative plans for the one day
session under the chairmanship
of Anne Putney aided by Doris
Coates and Margaret Farrar, include a morning business meeting, a speaker in the afternoon,
and a banquet at night. The
banquet will be followed by the
presentation of the
Virginia
Gamma chapter's project which
is a convention of the nations of
the world to revise the Versailles
Treaty. Each member in the
chapter has been studying some
particular country and will represent the probable attitude of
'that country toward the revision
of the treaty.

THE

Teach

Cutshall and Smithl Farmville Debates
Attend Convention Gettysburg, Penn.

May Day plans are being carSara Beck, Louise Walmsley.
ried through with definite prog- and Mary Bowles represented
ress by the head committee. The Farmville at the Athletic Federcostumes and dances to be used ation of College Women Conferare already in the making.
ence, held at Women's College
Miss Tupper's class in Home University of North Carolina.
Economics is acting as the cos- Greensboro, N. C, from March
tume committee this year. These 21-23.
girls with the help of Mrs. FitzThe conference began with
patrick and the two major chair- registration at 11:30 on Thursmen have decided upon the colors day morning, followed by a
and texture of materials to be luncheon. The afternoon was
used. They have also cut pat- taken up with talks such as
terns to be used as models in "What the College Expects of Its
costuming each dance.
Athletic Association."
"Basket
This committee is working as Ball Problems." and "The Fufollows:
ture of The Athletic Association."
May Court: Rebecca Cousins. Thursday morning the guests
Folk Dances, Annie B. Anthony. were entertained with Square
Eleanor Holeman. Puritan Wo- Dancing, led by the Square Dance
man. Virginia Saunders. Eliza- Club of W. C. U N. C.
beth Ware. Puritan Men, VirFriday's program began at
ginia Brown. M.idellne Martin.
9:15 a. m. with a talk on "PerJester and Phantom charac- sonality and Leadership" by Miss
ters. Martha Putney. Shadow Chaming Coleman of Women's
Costume. Rebecca Cousins. Oay- College. At 10:00 a. m. repreety and Gloom. Eleanor Holeman. sentatives from the various colThe artist dance group and the leges spoke on subjects such as
Dance Club under the direction awards and intramural organizaof Mrs. Fitzpa:rick worked on tion.
the May Day dances all last term.
At 5:30 p. in. all the guests of
Their work has resulted in the conference were entertained
making each dance an original at an A. A. camp supper. This
composition. Evelyn Knaub is ended the day's program.
the chairman of the Artist Dance
Saturday morning was devoted
Group, and the girls from this to lectures and discussion groups
group will help her by acting as which in some cases were enlivvarious chairmen of the May ened with demonstrations.
dances, and teaching the dances
The Conference reached Its
to other students chosen to take climax Saturday night when the
pirt In them.
guests were entertained with a
The two folk dances to be used banquet at the O'Henry Hotel,
in the program are being taught followed by a dance drama at
by Miss Her and Mrs. Fitzpatinck the Woman's College.
in their Freshmen Physical Education classes. They will select p
from their classes a large number of freshmen to represent
their class in ithe May Day. Miss
Barlow is teaching the Morris
Dance. This committee is workMrs. Fanny Littleton Kline
ing as follows:
will be presented by Kappa Delta
Phantom Dance. Lois Moses;
Pi in a lecture on April 2 at 7
Puritan Dance, Dorothy McNamee; Dance of the Maskers, Vir- o'clock in the Student Building
ginia Leonard: May Pole Dance, Lounge. The title of Mrs. Kline's
Evelyn Knaub, Frankie McDan- lecture will be "Total Personallel; Court Dance, Margaret Far- ity."
rar.
Evelyn
Knaub.
Indian
An outstanding alumna of this
Dance, Virginia Leonard: Shadow
Dance, Fannie Bosworth; Jester college, Mrs. Kline was graduated
Dance. Frankie McDaniel; Oay- in the class of 1889. After gradety and Gloom, Fannie Bosworth, uation she taught science, chemChristine Childrey: Hobby Horse,
istry, and physics here. One of
Mary A. Olass.
The cast of characters will be the school's songs was written by
announced in next week's issue of Mrs. Kline. At present she Is
the Rotunda.
assistant professor of psychology
at Skidmore College. She has
also held a position on the teaching staff of Miatha Washington
College.

Fifty - eight Girls
Make Deans List

To
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May Day Costume
And Dance Plans
Progress Rapidly

Te a c h

TRY OIT FOR

mother, who does not confine her
magic powers to Cinderella alone
Oh yes—this play has everything
--even a godmother.
Art plays its part in the life
of Cinders in the personage of a
more or less (mostly less) eligible bachelor, Liz Carroll, who
lives with his beautiful wife,
Venus de Milo. atop a typical
London lodging house. Would
you like to know what Venus was
doing when eternity snatched her
for its own? You surely must
wonder how a bachelor can have
a wife. Come see the play.
When would the wo: Id be
without children
and
where
would A Kiss For Cinderella be
without the charming,
personalities of Woman Stryslin, Ajin—and Peepsy—? Left in
a lurch. I can assure you
these dear little tots add the
touch that can be added only by
Continued on page 4, Col 3

Results of the election of major officers for 1935-36 were
made public Thursday
night
when it was announced that
Hazel Smith had been elected as
president of the Student Council.
Agnes Crockett as president of
the Y. W. C. A., Elizabeth Huse
as president of the House Council, and Louise Walmsley as
president of the Athletic Association.
Hazel Smith has been outstanding since her
rrc.shman
year. She has served on the
staffs of the Virginian and The
Rotunda, is treasurer of the Cotillon Club, is a member of the
Y. W. C. A. cabinet holding
the chairmanship of the Sing
Committee. Last year Hazel was
elected secretary of the Student
Gounol] and due to her fine work
this year received a bid from Alpha Kappa Gamma, national
leadership fi'.nternity.
Agnes Crockett, who was elected president of the Y. W. C. A.,
Saturday, March 30, the has served on the House Council!
Schemmel Conservatory of Mu- at one time was a member of the
sic will broadcast over WRVA at Campus League, she hftl been ac5:00 p. m. Edwin Cralle, bari- tive in the Y. w. C. A. and this
tone, student of Miss M. Spencer v.-ir was Freshman Counselor as
Willis' will sing in the program. well as a member of the World
A
Mr. Cralle has sung in the college Fellowship Committee.
;nd has broadcast several times has been a contributing member
before. He will be accompanied of the Choral Club and the
by Miss Ella Sclieininel Fairchild, Dramatic Club. She recently became a member of Alpha Kappa
piano soloist.
Gumin
Elizabeth Huse. who will head
the House Council, has served as
hall president and vice-president
of the Council. ThLs year she Is
The spring dances of the Co- treasurer of the Student Countillion Club, including a dansant cil. She is an active member of
and a fonmal dance, were held the Y. W. C. A.
Louise Walmsley. who has been
Saturday afternoon and night,
a faithful and efficient worker
IIIn.ii 23.
Dan dragon
'"I his Colum- in the Athletic Association, was
bia Broadcasting Victor Record- elected president of this organiing Orchastra provided music for zation.
Louise has been HCT«tarj of
the gala affair.
Particularly
amusing was the comedian, "Pat" the Monogram Club and also
tty, and his rendition of vice-president of the same. She
btp and vice"There's Something About
a his held
Soldier," in full costume, was one presidency of the Athletic Assoof the high spots of the evening. ciation, t:« 1 in ,,f the Junior
class and is a member of the Y.
The dances were held ii,
gymnasium which was beautiful- W. C. A. cabinet. Last year Louise
I contributor to The Roly and unusually decorated by
Gamin I P the effei t being that tunda.
of a trellis covered with large
and colorful flower.s.
Miss Jean McClune, accompanied by Mr. Edwin Bouldin. led
which took place al
10:30 p. m She was assisted by
Miss Evelyn Knaub, Miss Laeta
Barhim. and Miss Hue] Smith,
The honor roll announced by
wrh then
The figure th« Registrar, for the spring
included all old members of the quarter includes 171 girls. They
club and their escorts. The cou- are:
AKCC, F.stelle; Agee, Vlre:
ples nWOhtd around the gym in
is patterns; then, the figure Allen, Dudley; Aisop, Caroline;
Anderson, Mary Lent; H
of a C.
Murcele; Baker, Virginia; Bass.
followed the com- Kathleen; Bass, Grace; Bean!
na;
Bingham.
Emm i;
At this
fcfri Johnil Kay Laing and Blanton, Ruby; Bolick. Edna:
IB
' inper
served Bondurant, Agnes; Bondurant.
Edith; Booton. Marione; Bospunch
hrnngt
well.
Helen;
Bo. well.
Nell;
. Mary I
niiuding
tudenU,
alumnae. Virginia; Bnulshaw. Marjorlc;
f ranees; Cabell. Elsie;
Hampdcn-Sydncv. V. P. I.? V. M. I..
Sallie:
Chapi.
Virginia, and 1
Child.'
Clark. Marrepresented.
ci.uk, Carmen; Clemi
The it m.an' wa.
I the
COHU, Dons;
Cobb,
break
The A;id:e-.
qui'e so
ColeColltae, Grace;
rushy, bill
I
king was
K.I,Cath<■ affair was
II n Mary N.;
pronouneed one of the best dan11
iXjroub has had in ICutsh.il!.
Contuiued on page 4, Col. 2
1 yean.

Edwin Cralle Baritone
Broadcasts Saturday

Cotillion Club Dances
Pronounced Success;

Spring Honor Roll
Includes 171 Girls
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THE ROTUNDA

ter also.

Virginia Intercollegiate Pr«*» Association

The depression, into which we have been
Published by students of the State Teachers Col- sunk for several years has affecetd every
lege. Parmville. Virginia
life. Changes have had to be made that
Entered as second class matter March 1. 1921. at were hitherto unheard of. In the struggle
. Post Office of Parmville, Virginia, under Act to get necessities and a few comforts there
of March 3, 1934
have been many who have showed a fine
spirit
of tight, but there have been slackers
Subscription
$1-50 per year
too.
MfMBfR
In our college life we face a similar sit^ssociatrd 8bllfgia»9rtM
uation. Everyone cannot do everything in
1034 (jfdlAjioicDiaral ""
WOKM
-WOW
the best way. Some must serve actively
stair
and some must "stand and wait," but evLelia Mattox
EdiU)r
eryone must, in some way, do her part, and
Evelyn Massey
Associate Editor
Lena Mac Gardner
Business Manager those who put up the best fight are those
who can "take it," either winning or losing.
Board of Editors
That is just a part of taking life as we find
Miss .lane Royall
Alumnae
Florence Sanford
Make-up it.
Susan Gresham
Headlines
To live happily in this world we need
Katlnyne Cotten
Literary to overlook the petty ills that are on every
Birdie Wooding. Emma Bingham, Bess Mchand. We need to be tolerant of the othOlothlin
Editorials
Anno Putney
World News er fellow, and we need to practice patience
Anna Dins
Social when every nerve is shouting in rebellion.
But we need, also, to be able to enjoy the
Alva Sawyer
Asst. Business
ever-present
beauties that overbalance the
Maude Rhodes. Lila Jacob. Elsie Cabell
Circulation ills. Life is easier when we fight with it.
instead of against it.
Are we really a part of our life here?
WEDNESDAY, MARCH 27, 1935
Are we taking it—or can we take it?

Amon* Our Caps and Gowns
Margaret Ilemdon

...........

Courtesy of News Leader
At the close of every college
year there is always the personality girl that leaves us Among
our caps and gowns this personality is typified in Margaret
Herndon.
Meg came to us in the fall of
'32 as a sophomore from William
and Mary. Her initiative was
discovered early, especially in the
field of dramatics and general
leadership. Her ability began as

Alumnae News

And Now—Goodbye!
Open Forum

Richmond Alumna*- Elect
Officers
The Richmond Chapter
of
Parmville Alumnae recently

In April 1984 twienty-one would - be
newspaper women set themselves the task
Dear Editor,
new
officers
for
1935
of editing The Rotunda for the session 1934There
hoa heen
considerable taut
talk con
con-lelected
mere has
been considerate
3^.
They are. Mi5s Catherine
86. Since then seventeen of that number
cerning the conflict which may be caused ley, president; Miss Catherine
and thirteen others have worked diligently
by the unfortunate selection of April 5 as Bowers, vice-president; and Miss
to publish in the best form the news of the
Carolyn Watts, secretary-treasthe night for the Hampden-Sydney Panurer.
college.
Hellenic Dances as well as for the presen- Hopewell Alumnae To Organize
We. the present Rotunda staff publish
The Hopewell Alumnae had an
tation of our Spring Dramatic Club play.
our last issue tonight. Our work on the
This is truly a bad situation, but some informal meeting at the Hopewell High School on Thursday.
• tall' for the past year has meant more than
students have suggested a clever solution. March 21. The twenty alumnae
simply a hard job for us. Worrying and
Since the play and dance are equally in- who were there decided to orworking over headlines, articles, and probviting it would be folly to pass up one in ganize and appointed a committee to nominate officers. The
lems of make-up, we have had associations
favor of the other—so take our advice and college was represented at this
with our co-workers that will linger in our
enjoy the variety of both.
meeting by Miss Florence Stubbs
memory long after the hardships of the
and Jane Royall.
The atmosphere on the night of April 5
Scott-Garden
task have been forgotten. These associations
will suddenly change to that of the more
Mr. Charles Atkinson Garden
in the Tuesday and Wednesday night sessophisticated where city socialites go to the of Prospect announces the marsions, our association with the faculty, adriage of his daughter, Lucile, to
ininitration and townspeople, who have so theatre in the early evening, leaving it to Wesley Summerfield Scott of
willingly helped us, have made our work dance in one of the more exclusive night Bedford. The wedding took place
clubs. Here at school the boys and girls at the Garden home at Prospect
during the past year a great experience.
attired in evening clothes will attend the on March 21.
We would not yield our places to the
Parmville representatives attheatre to see Barrie's charming play, "A tend D. A. R. Convention.
incoming Staff without sincerely thanking
Mrs. J. L. Bugg and Musses Lila
Miss Jennings, Mr. Holton, Mr. Barrye Kiss for Cinderella," in which the welland Willie London attended the
known
and
talented
little
actress,
Evelyn
Wall and his stair, the student body, and
state convention of the Daughour advertisers for the cooperation with us Knaub, plays the part of the lovable Cin- ter's of ithe American Revolution,
derella and Helen Shawen of "Midsum- which was held in Bristol, Va.,
in editing the 1984-88 Rotunda.
last week.
With confidence In the ability of the mer's Night Dream" fame again acquires
Miss Ilubbard Entertained
the
masculine
air
in
the
interpretation
of
new stall under the direction of Florence
Miss Margaret Hubbard, whose
Banford, Evelyn Massey, and Agnes Bon- the inimitable prince and policeman. After engagement has been recently
announced, was the guest of
durant. we, the retiring staff, wish them enjoyng the performance the couple will honor at a bridge party last Friluck and hope that they will find their la- leave the theatre to dance to sweet music day afternoon at the home of
Mrs. W. Edward Smith.
bors as pleasant and as profitable as we in Hampden-Sydney's Comity Club.
Miss Margaret Armstrong enDon't you think this an admirable sughave found them.
tertained in honor of Miss Hubgestion? And do you not believe that the bard at a bridge party on March
students of both colleges should cooperate 23 at the Cactus Inn.
H anted Cooperation
in order to make both occasions successful?
Certainly, compromise is the only solution
The May Day Committee lias been workfor overcoming a situation that might prove
ing hard over the production of this year's fatal if ignored.
One after another of Ger•Way Hay. Work was begun before school
many's possible diplomatic supA Reader
opened last September and has continued
ports in Europe has deserted her
since Hitler made his momentous
up to the present time. No one girl can
statements about rearmament in
Youth Is Tolerant
reaJlie the amount of work it takes to plan
the Reich. Poland, who last year
■Md .any out the program in an effective
succumbed to the artful flirta;
The Student Mirror shows the youth of tion of Germany. IMS the last
""1 efficient way. But it is necessary for
' rnl to realize that this planning and America, the college men and women, as one of these supports to make a
stand against the Rhineland. She
ff
• °r1 Can be lessened to a grOftj extent if wanting change, as being desirous of new sent her note of protest, too, and
rjf member of the student body will re- standards in education, religion, economics, fickleness was proven by the
Prenchy tone it had. 'Russia
spond to the committee when asked to par- in the conduct of world affairs.
needn't be alarmed at rumors of
ticipate in the production.
Thus far the Mirror gives a true picture a Prusso-Polish invasion since
"'
jrour May Day -not the head com- Of the demands of youth in a world that we Prance's checkerboard seems to
"nittee'a alone. We feel sure that each stu- think must he a young man's world, for have made its appearance again.)
Germany put up a military
dent Will feel her responsibility in making have not the old heads let things get pretty
front to greet Sir John Simon on
Ibis year's Ma) Day a success.
well shot to pieces?
his arrival in Berlin. Sir John
"Together, we stand; divided, we fall."
Bul
t
•s" let us stand together.
DOing old, hold that one cannot know until 1 sight. He went to Berlin to dlshe also is old and that anything new or cuss P^ce and, therefore, for
young is therefore not be held to or heeded? ^j^_^smons<sssaon frptfm
Can W§ Take It?
all that Europe would like to see
Their intolerance?
modified in Germany. Germany
Quoting one of our own professors, we
That should be, and we believe is, the is speculating on the possibility
that Britain, taking a free hand
"ill agree that "we must live in this old keynote of youth's demands for an internaat present, is advocating a re"'"Idas we I'm.I it." However, there is one tional world, for a religion that is not hide- turn to the old balance of power
modification that can lie made—we can1'1"1"11'' l("' ;in economic system that will ln Europe. The conference now
being held is one of important is
he,
P make our part of tht World better and ,:l,v '''"' all.
being watched eagerly by
he
suddenly we will ti»d the other parts bet-1
The Guilfordian
whole world.

Review of the News

chairman of the Sing Committee
of the Y. W. C. A., and she has
continued to be an important figure on the S. T. C. campus.
At the present time she is
chairman of the Social Committee of the Y. W* C. A., president
of the Dramatic Club and Adve: using Editor of the Virginian:
In 1933-34 Meg was AssociateEditor of this publication. Alpha
Kappa Gamma recognized her
leadership and this year she
holds an office in the circle. Meg
is a member of the Cotillon Club
and is a Mu Omega.
Other than Meg's capability
as a leader, her interesting personality is appreciated by all
who know her. She is ever the
same happy-go-lucky Meg. and
one OSS) always depend upon
her to furnish a laugh to chase
any sobriety. If she isn't impe:.sonating someone, she is portraying another trait of her own
versatile self.
Again we can say we are losing
one of our most outstanding
girls, but we can also say. "Three
Cheers For Meg."

Rotunda
Reverberations
Sore feat, bruises from being
shoved about in the "maddening
crowd." and a few fond memories tell the tale of one more Cotillion .... Incidentally, we
liked Dan Gregory, but did the
"entertainer"
entertain?
We
weren't very sure of that . . . .
And while we're about it. a corsage of orchids to the "goats" for
doing a great job on the decorations.
Waiting for the past quarter's
grades seems to be the chief
form of diversion these days.
Ruth Showalter has our deepest sympathy. After six hours in
the country every day. she's not
the same cheery Ruth.
Tennis has taken the college
by storm. Prom the imposing
lists of girls signing up for instruction, it would seem that we'd
better turn the whole campus into courts. Or perhaps it's just
the momentarily call of spring.
We're inclined to believe that
Dr. Jarman is at his best in receiving lines.
Anyway, we're
giving him practice.
Things we enjoy:
A good meal . . . hose without
runs . . . cutting classes . . . .
seeing those leaves come back on
the trees just outside our windows . . , hours and hours of
sleep .... new evening dresses
. . . lots and lots of mail . . .
seeing six hundred girls indusriously kniWing between classes.

From Other Colleges
Thomas A. Malloy, freshman
football player at Washington
and Lee University, has been
granted permission to organize a
chapter of the League for International democracy. George Edwards, director of the student department of the organization,
will address a member of interested students.
Malloy gives as his reasons for
Starting the organization a desire to consolidate the group on
the campus which is interested in
socialism: to explain more fully
the theories of socialistic beliefs, and to form eventually. A
Student political group with socialistic tendencies to operate on
the campus during student elections.
The Ring-tarn Phi.

.,h. *> w. h.„ «M thee who. 2-51 XlSfiJ: ,Z
While papa Kelly goes about
the nation with a bodyguard of a
score of hocky gorilla, his daughter, Rose, a student at Louisiana
State University (Baton Rouge)
hurries from class to class with a
worried look and does not dare
to leave the campus alone for
fear that some enemy of her
dad's might see that the sins of
the father are visited upon the
children.
The Bnackety-Ask.

LITERARY
COLUMN
Sonnet
You thought I cried for you—it
was not so!
I cried for all the lovely things
that go
Down into darkness, trampled,
torn:
For every fallen sunset, for every
love forlorn.
I did not weep because I love you
so
And you had wrecked my heart
and let me go.
I cried for mirth turned sorrow
anywhere—
Weight of a century's sorrow
filled the tear-choked air.
You did not understand. Thit
you had proved untrue
Could not have hurt me, but I
lost the thought of you
In thoughts of spring turned
winter, and the rose
Tumbled to nothingness that
mankind never knows.
The little grief of you was still
and small
Compared
with
unity.
and
crushing, undivided all.
—Cleo Stephens.
Sonnet
I would be true to fairest memory.
The cold, clean sweep of winds
across the bay.
The ivy heart prest close against
a tree.
The piercing sunlight of a summer day.
I would be true to all fair, lovely things,
A life unruffled by this world
that iteems
With ugliness, a clear young
voice that sings.
A visionary face that keeps its
dreams;
I would be true though heavy
fogs set in
And blur the outline of today's
clear sky.
I would find silence now amid
life's din.
I would find peace beneath life's
hunger-cry.
How futile is this grasping for
the moon.
How surely (trivial things will
claim me—soon.
-Oaril Louise Caldwell
Son* Is So Old
Song is so old.
Love is so new—
Let me be still
And kneel to you.
Let me be still
And breathe no word,
Save what my warm blood
Sings unheard.
Let my warm blood
Sing low of you—
Song is so fair,
Love is so new.
—Herman Hagedorn.
Dust of Moon
The sky is spotless—silver and
Jet.
For the angels cleaned house
today;
And the dust of the moon
Which they brushed away
Has fallen into your hair.
—Katherine Campbell.
They Pity Me
They pity me who know that you
are gone,
And see me tread familiar paths
alone;
They seairch my face, halfhoping it will own
My loss in haggard eyes and lips
tight-drawn.
They gossip at my obvious gaiety,
"Her heart is calculating, cold
as steel;
She simulated love she did not
feel,
But retribution comes to such as
she."
Poor silly souls! I cannot wish
them ill
Who think my love unsure as
flowing sand.
They do not know you walk beside me still,
That I can sense the nearness of
your hand:
That, when I watch the sunset
from yon hill,
I see the grasses bending where
you stand.
—Viola Ann Hea-rig.
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Among Our Alumnae

SOCIALS

The Rotunda has published an
account of the life of Miss Celeste Parrish. "the teacher who
taught herself," in a previous Issue. Her story has been published for the past two weeks,
and If continued below.

The outstanding social event of
last week-end was Spring Cotillion with all its gayety and
fun. but in spite of the fact, quite
a large number of S. T. C. globe
trotters took them selves away
Years passed, and I was 38
for another short trot.
years old. but I was not less determined to have a colloge trainAt Home
"Our thoughts are ever wend- ing than I had been in my youth.
Financial pressure was partly reing home"—so It seems—Among moved and I obtained leave of
those who spent the week-end or absence to study for a year In the
a pant of it at home were: Dor- University of Michigan, specializothy Olover. Margaret Bailey, ing in mathematics and astronomy. Up to this time I had stuAlva Sawyer. Agnes Thompson.
died only elementary algebra,
Lucy Bailor, Kitty Pope. Mabel geometry and trigonometry, and
Britt, Katherine and Elizabeth as far as any practical knowlWalton. Anne Irving. Lelia Hill. edge went, had taught myself
Paige Maghee, Nan Page Trent. these, I asked how to be allowed
to take higher algebra, analytical
Katherine Young. Fletcher Walk- geometry and calculus at the
er. Brooks Wheeler, Blanche Kahn. same time. The Tequest was reLelia Mattox, Christian Reynolds. luctantly granted and I succeedVi r g i n 1 a
Scanlon, Nancy ed in the undertaking. I had
Bland. Virginia Jones. Edna
studied only the most elementary
Harvey, Martha and Dortha Hargeometry, but I plunged into the
rison, Ethel
Joyner,
Pauline practical work and met a measPearson. Mildred Llnthicum. Tyler ure of success. I formed now the
Wood. Eunice Tanner,
Irene
fixed purpose to take a college
Lacy, Juliette Barrett. Margery
degree, and worked steadily toQu.uies, Blanche Lane. Eleanor
ward that end. I was obliged to
Meredith. Oeorgie Powell. DororetUK] to my work in the college
thy Bagby. Edith CafTey. Mary
L. French. Frances Janes, Cope- at the end of the year, but I
land Johnson, Evelyn Hastings. kept up my mathematical study.
Refused not only admission ito,
Louise Coleman, Doris Isbell.
even
a
correspondence
Frances Johnson. Alice Campbell. but
course in the university of my
Mamie Bams, Kitty Chappe'.l.
own state, I drove seven miles on
Clam Pinckard. Mena Snelly.
Saturday for a year to a small
Kathleen Powell, Lois Jenkins,
male college and studied Bowsee's
Agnes Oglesby, Anthelia Robinette, Elizabeth Sutton, Margaret Analytical Mechanics under one
Jones. Eleanor Thackleton. Fran- of the professors.
ces Teass. Mary R. Haskins. May
About this time a woman's colHarvey. Maude Jones, an I Mary lege was established in my state
Elizabeth Minor.
and I was called to the chair of
Spent Week-end in Richmond. mathematics. I was to have
Richmond seemed a magnate charge of the philosophical department in addition to the
last week-end, at least to F. 8. T.
C. girls. Among those who were mathematics in the infancy of
the college. Psychology and peddown that way were: June Allen.
Virginia Martin, Lois Moses. agogy were a part of my work,
Catherine Smoot. Virginia Tissue. and knowing nothing whatever of
modem psychology. I went to the
Marjorie Booton, Frances Yester.
Frances and Emily Channe',1. summer session of Cornell UniMarion Shoflner. Marie Moore. versity to learn something, reGrace Eubank, Ella Black, Ma- maining after the close of the
rion Layne. Anna Hock. Ann session and working under the
Mears. Bobby Brooke, and Louise direction of the professor of psychology until opening of the inKeesse.
stitution in which I was to work.
I worked hard, recognizing my
In Petersburg
Petersburg claimed a few F. S. limitations and striving to overT. C. girls. Among them were: come them.
Katherine Milby. Virginia Pilcher
My work in mathematics back
and Virginia Payne.
in the "college" prospered. Finding my limitations in psychology
Other Places Visited
Among other places visited still too great for successful work,
were Newport News by Patsy and hungering for more knowlNottingham: Burkeville by Rose edge of it on my own account. I
Somers: Boydton by Evelyn Wil- applied to the professor at Corson; Crewe by Mildred Chandler nell for correspondence work, but
and Frances Faris; Slate Mills he refused. Finally my need beby Virginia Fisher: Alta Vista came so imperative that I wrote.
by Madeline Martin; Gladys by "You must help me. A man who
Isabelle Tanner; Drakes Branch sits down to the rich feasts
by Elizabeth Trent; Harrison- which are spread before you has
burg by Audrey Wilson; Tubeville no right to deny a few crumbs to
by Frances Wilson; and Greens- a poor starling like me." He
boro, N. C, by Mary Bowles and did give me the most generous
assistance then and afterwards
Sarah Beck.
became my very kind friend.

Conservatory Pupils
Present Chorus Today
"Carry Me Back to Old Vlrginny." as a four part chorus was
a main feature of the annual
open meeting of the Farmville
Junior Woman's Club, held Wednesday afternoon In the Student
Building Lounge. The subject
of the program was "Southern
Music."
Lila Jacob, Sylvia
Somers.
Sara Canada, Mildred Meeks, and
Mrs. Florence Cralle Bell, sopranos; Annette Roberts, Goldie
Williams. Frances Kent, Ernestine Payne, Marjorie Woolfolk,
Mrs. Louise Dahl. and Mrs. Florence Caldwell, mezzo; Frances
.Jones and Mrs. Francis Simkins.
first altos: Eleanor Wood, Dorothy Ransom, and Alfreda Strlck.
second altos made up the chorus
which supplemented a most complete and Interesting paper by
Miss Mattie Spencer Willis of
the Schemmel Conservatory of
Music.
Edwin Cralle sang two selections by a southern composer,
and Lucy Baylor played the first
movement of the "Sonate Noble,"
by John Powell, a Virginia composer. May Fairchild played Mr
Cralle's accompaniment.

I saw the possibilities of experimental work in elementary
classes and improvised apparatus
and experiments, persuading the
president of the college to give
me $25 as a laboratory fund. A
small table drawer was my apparatus case and the top of the
table my laboratory area, but I
did enthusiastic work. The next
summer I did at Cornell a small
piece of original work which
was published in the American
Journal of Psychology.

my arm. in my walks, on the
street car, while I waited for a
class to begin, and everywhere
and at all times I used odd moments in learning the lost forms
and the syntax. I joined a class
composed, for the most part, of
teachers and graduate students
of Latin, and when I found that
I could not have sufficient individual attention in the class,
paid the professor $2.50 per hour
for extra and individual work. I
had been trained to consider it
dishonorable to use a "pony."
Unaware of the different standard which prevailed at the university at that time, I struggled
on and bore the irritation of the
professor without ever looking at
a translation.
Thinking. I suppose, that I
was following the usual custom
and yet could not read, the professor grew fiercer from day to
day until I hated him. He advised me more than once to give
up the struggle and assured me
that I could not learn so much
Latin in the time I could command. I refused Indignantly to
give up and at the end of eight
weeks made a grade of 80 per
cent on Latin, covering
six
months of a college course. The
Latin was conquered, but my way
was not yet open. The longest
leave of absence I could obtain
from my college was one semester. The minimum residence allowed at Cornell was one year. I
had been hoping to have my
summer residence credited as
part of this, but just as I was
finishing my summer's work—I
had been carrying about twentyfive hours and been carrying
about twenty-five hours and had
taken some extra examinations—
I was informed that the summer
school was not conneoted with
the university.

11:30 -WJZ—Dance Music (to
Ted Weemes and his famous
1 a. m. >
band have been signed for the
Sunday
final dances at V. M. I. in June
7 00—WJZ—Jack Benny.
Wednesday
The
whistling of Elmo Tanner
7:30—WJZ—Joe Penner.
6:05—WEAF—Dance Orchestra. 8:00—WABC—Eddie Cantor.
and the vocals of County Wash6:30—WJZ—Press Radio News.
burn and Parker Gibbs are uni6:45—WJZ—Lowell Thomas.
que
features of the orchestra.
7:00—WOR—Sports Resume.
"A Beautiful poem is like a
Don Bestor has been contract7:30—WJZ—Red Davis-Sketch. violin bow drawn across the fi8:00—WJZ—Coleman Orchestra. bres of our soul, setting not only ed to play for the Easter Hops.
8:30—WEAF—Wayne King.
the thoughts of the poet but our
own souls singing."
WJZ—Lanny Ross.
9:00—WEAF — Kayton Orches—Anatole France.
tra.
9:45—WOR—Garber Orchestra.
On Saturday. March 23, Presi10:00—WEAF - Lombardo Ordent Roosvelt signed the new
chestra.
10:30—WEAF—Roy Noble Or- constitution of the Philippine!
They ate now able to achieve
chestra.
their independence by July 4.
11:00—WJZ—Siry Orchestra.
1946.
Safe—Comfortable—Economical
11:05—WABC—Belasco Orchestra
11:30—WJZ—Dance Music.

Radio Highlights

Going Away?

Travel by

G R E Y H 0 IT N I)

Thursday
6:00—WEAF—Dance Orchestra.
6:15—WJZ—Dance Orchestra.
6:30—WABC—Da iley Orchestra.
6:45—WJZ—Lowell Thomas.
7:45—WJZ—Nichols Orchestra.
8:00—WEAF—Vallee's
Orchestra.
8:30—WABC—Johnson Orchestra.
9:00—WABC—Grays Orchestra.
9:30—WABC—Waring's Orches11:00—WJZ—Dance Orchestra.
WABC—Little orchestra.
11:15—WEAF—Dance Orchestra.
11:30—WEAF — WJZ — Dance
Music.

Friday
6:00—WJZ—Dance Orchestra.
6:45—WJZ—Lowell Thomas.
7:30—WJZ—Red Davis Sketch.
8:00—WABC—Mrs. Franklin D.
Roosevelt.
8:30—WJZ—Goodman Orchestra.
9:00—WEAF—Lyman Orchestra.
9:30—WABC—Hollywood Hotel.
Sketch.
10:00—WJZ—Rolfe Orchestra.
11:00—WJZ—Dance Orchestra.
11:05—WABC -Nelson Orchest ra.
12:00—WEAF—Dance Music (to
Then I asked for an interview
1:00 a. m.)
with the president, and, meeting
Saturday
with the kindliest courtesy from
6:00--WABC—Little
Orchestra.
him, I pleaded the case as I have
never pleaded before or since. 6:45—WEAF — Spoits-Thornrton,
Fisher.
When I had finished, he said: "If
it were mine to decide, I would 7:00—WJZ—Dance Orchestra.
grant your request now. But It 7:30—WABC—Orden Orchestra.
is not. Go to every member of 8:15—WOR—Dance Orchestra.
the faculty, tell each man what 8:30— WJZ—Jarrett Orchestra.
you have told me and tell it in 9:00—WJZ—Ray Noble Orchestra.
the same way."
9:30—WOR—Dance Music.
I took his advice and went back 10:30—WEAF—Oregat. Goodman
to my work with a strong hope
and Murray Orchestra < unthat my request would be granttil 1:30 a. m.)
ed. When early in October, a 11:00—WABC—Gray Orchestra.
telegram was handed to me, I
knew it contained the decision,
and my fingers trembled so that
I could not open It for a moment
or two. When I read the words,
Flowers for all occasions
"Petition Granted." I went into
hysterics for the first time, and
PHONES 181-273
when the first flush of triumph
was over, was obliged to succumb
and was ill for several weeks. I
had not entirely recovered from
Stationery, Blank Books and
this when I went to Cornell for
School Supplies
my final work, but there were
Clears, Cifarettes and Soda
no serious obstacles In my way
Farmville, Virginia
now, and, struggling against
physical weakness as
best I
might, I won the degree.

WILLIS
The Florist

PRINTING....
When you think of
Printing think of

—TheFARMVILLE
HERALD

SPRING SPECIALS
The navy is here—Three-quarter length navy blue
suits. They are chic—stylish and she will adore you
in them. Three price groups—$9.95—$14.95 and
$16.50

THE HUB DEPARTMENT STORE
Farmville's Best Place to Shop!

—FOR—
EVERYTHING—SCHOOL SUPPLIES, CANDIES. FRUITS,
CONFECTIONS, ETC.
GO TO

GILLLWS
Open 'till 9:00 p. m.

ARE YOU INTERESTED?
JACKETS of Grain and Suede Cloth and Wool SWEATERS.
We are showing the season's newest. Come in. We are glad
to show—Just
tlve.

C. E. Chappell Co.

VERSER'S

Rice's Shoe Store

I'HILCO RADIO

The struggle was always hard,
but the time came when there
Street and Dress Shoes
was a very real joy In it.
I).me in;: Slippers Dyed
I am now trying to think what
Correct fits our specialty
It
the result has been and in which
respects it has been worth while
Most important, I think, has been
the change in my own character.
CLEANERS AND TAILORS
A very selfish, thoughtless, narrow-minded girl has developed Expert cleaning, repairing and remodeling ladies garments
into a woman who loves the humanity Christ died to save. The Main Street, opposite Post office
Phone 98
ignorance which degrades and
enslaves has passed away and
the joy of the intellectual life
has taken its place. A better
understanding of God's great
universe has come and with It a
QUALITY—PRICE—SERVICE
clear enough vision of His purCome in and Get Acquainted
pose to make me glad to serve.
The struggle has been hard, It We are glad to have you with us!
has been long and is not over yet,
Farmville. Virginia
but it has been richly worth
while.

World's largest manufacturers of Radio
A complete line
Watch repairing a specialty

Kleanwell

I decided now to work for the
Coimell degree and applied for
admission to the university. I
was admitted upon the diploma
of the "college" in which I had
studied years before and of the
State Normal School, I received
advanced credit for work done at
Michigan University, and took a
number of examinations upon
work done without a teacher.
When it was all summed up. I
lacked less than a year of the
work necessary for the degree,
but there was one mountain of
difficulty. Latin was required
TAILOR
and my L».it in acquirements were
barely sufficient for entrance CLEANING
examination. I was advised to
PRESSING
take a degree which did not require Latin, but refusing with
REPAIRING
some scorn, I bought a Latin
Phone 203
grammar, and carried it under

S. A. Legus

what we have -and the line is very attract-

Sheet Music

LYNN, The Main Street Jeweler

Gray's Druji Store

Mack's
BARBER AND BEAUTY SHOP
323 Main Street
We use the Frederick Method
Hair cutting and thinning a
Specialty

.Strings for Instruments

YOI

K NUOHBOB.

The Wevanoke Beauty Salon
I you to drop in and take advantage of their 8pecial
prices now in effect.
$4 & $6 Shampoo <t Fingerwave 75 cents
Manicure 40 cenU

Indiivdual. courteous, efficient service and an established
reputation for dependability and sa>

That Is our

guarantee, and your assurance of perfect workmanship.
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Spring Dramatic Club Third Grade Pupils
Volleyball and Tennis Spring: Honor Roll
Includes 171 Girls Play Features Fairies >ive Chapel Program
Schedule Announced
The .schedule for volleyball and
tenni p LCtlcai lias been posted
the Athletic Association bulletin board. It ll as follows:
Hour
4:00
5:00
Monti v Tennis
Tennis
Tuesday Volleyball ..Volleyball
Wednesday Volleyball Volleyball
Thursday -Volleyball —Tennis
Prlda) Tennis
Tennis
Work is being done on the
U'lini.s courts and they will soon
lie ready for use. An unusually
large number of girls have signed
up for lenni.s instruction, which
will be conducted in the gymn i.Miiin until the courts are
ready.

Parmville Debates
Gettysburg, Pa.
Continued from page 1
while Miss Tucker, was
graduated from there.
The faculty, administration,
home department, .student body
an invited and urged to attend
this debate.
Last Friday night S. T, C.
journeyed to Westhampton to
participate In a dual debate. The
debate centered around the na• ional question of the govem"iitrol of arms and munitions. The critic Judge rendered
B deci-iiin in favor of Westhamplon's negative team and Farmville's affirmative side.

Fifty-eight Girls
Make Dean's List
Continued from page 1
Donald
Gardner,
Shawsville;
Loulae Gathright.
Goochland;
'Mary Alice Glass, Farmville;
"Claudia Harper, Newport
News; "Ha Harper. Farmville;
Helen Harris. Lynchburg; Iris
Deane Hart, Norfolk; Margaret
Hemdon, Richmond: •••Virginia
HOOke, McDowell.
Ida N. Jacob, Muchipongo;
" El hel
Joyner,
C ourtland;
Dorothy Juattl, Exmore: Evelyn
Knaub. Richmond; •"Belle Lovelace, south Boston: 'Ella B. Mallow, I.ixueiiceville; Ann Elizabeth Mann, Richmond: "*EveC. Massey.
Post Oak;
"Doris C. Moore. Richmond;
Addie N. Norfleet. Suffolk; 'MarPoUard, Amelia; '"Anne
P '
Kinnville;
••Martha
Putney, Farmville: * "Margery
Quark CharlotteairlDe; Virginia
Rawltngi Mrdi Neat; Dorothy
Rhode*, Cartanvllla; "Maude
Rhodes, Hampton, "Mary RobeBlackaburt;
'lflarfuerita
Rollins Messiek; "Nelle Oakey
Ryan, BhewsvDJe; Blen Simmernian Wytheville; Helen SimTi
note;
"Elizabeth
Bpltter,
■in ay. Clyde Tuck, Virgilma:
\
ii
Keysville.
i Wade, Raphlne: •••Kllii Walton. Clifton Forge;
in
Walton,
Clifton
"'Brooking
Wheeler
Arlington; '"Janice White. Oak
Hill, w
Va.;
'Mary Wicker,
Fanmille
Deanl List. Fall and
Sprint Quartan;
"On Dean's
1
'•' i tei ,v ■prim Quarten;
Dean's Ual entire session.

Ufa Inauranoa Ami Cbnpreealvelj
\i.uiame. averytlmo I
omeona dtea."
Madam: -Good heavens, you
ought to use Lietertne"

'I I •

it '" ilicitlired the tardy
fining to fix the pipe.
bed." replied the home
While we were waiting
'i I taught my wife to

switn

lei how many men will
ben I marry."
How many do you expect to

man'.

• ihman: "Actions apt i k
lOUdei than words, don't they >"
' r i 11 w i n g impatient > :
it you make some
i

Continued from page 1

Continued from page 1
dashing children.
Not much larger in statue than
three babies are the snappy looking, tiny pages. Peanut Woodhouse and Frankie Mac Daniel.
serving in the brilliant court of
the kindly, generous king and
queen. Meg Hemdon and Gertrude Levy. This same illustirious court boasts of Bonnie Lane
with her booming, nasal tones,
announcing such widely known
personages as as Audrey Clements with her pompous air and
Ruth Phelps with her head-censoring complex—not to mention
the gay old penquin. Katie Ryburn.
Sophisticated and pulchritudinous competition is offered the
sweet Cinderella by a handpicked collection of S. T. C.
beauties. Who aie they? Here,
here, come see for yourselves!
All I have to say is that Tyler
Wood and Mary Joyner Cox surely are poor at guessing royal
riddles.
Then we could not complete
this tete-a-tete without pouring
out a heart full of sympathy for
the "chic" little nurse. Chic
Dortch, who is half in love with
the very loveable and winning
soldier boy. Carter Belle Munt—
both of whom are pestered unmercifully by the hard-hearted
old doctor, Madeline McGlothlin.
And last, what is an S. T. C.
play without Mary Boles as the
cute maid who focusses all eyes
on herself as she trips across the
stage in conventional maid style,
balancing a tray of tea cups?
She is right there every time,
faithful as the play is long.
Like a ship without a rudder,
like Addie Norflett without a
wisecrack, that's what this grand
play would be like without the
coaxing, coaching, and
footstamping of our beloved director,
Miss Wheeler. She's there every
second to make a touching little
street waif out of Knubby or a
tender lover out of Shawn, and
what's more she really does it,
supported by a huge cast of ratworkers.
Oh yes! oh yes! Oh yes! The
night of April 5 is going to be a
great evening for many of our
girls as they attend this captivating play before faring forth
to Hampden-Sydney wilds for an
hour or so of high stepping at
Pan-Hels.
"A Kiss For Cinderella," and
one for all the other young actresses In the 1935 spring play.

thy; Deekens. Maud; Dickerson.
Erne; Diggs, Ann;
Dunham,
Eleanor; Dunnavant. Sylvia.
Eastman, Claire; Eckler. Berniee; Eubank, Winnie Frances;
Farrar.
Maigaret:
Ferguson.
Margaret: Fisher,
Virginia;
Floyd. Louise; Gathright, Louise;
Gilliam. Jennie Belle: Gilmer.
Margaret; Gilmer, Mary; Glass,
Helen; Glass, Maiy Alice: Glenn.
Rebecca; Graham. Anne; Hamlet, Martha; Hammock, Edi'.h;
Hannah, Virginia; Harper, Claudia; Harper. Ila; Harris. Helen;
Harris. Eleanor; Haiuison. Betty
Gray: Harrison. Darthi; Harrison. Martha; Harrison, Mary
Early; Hart. Iris; Harvey. Edna;
Herndon. Margaret: Holden, Annie Watson; Hooke. Virginia;
Hoon. Carolyn; Hoyle, Katherine; Jacob, Lila; Jamison. Kathlyn; Jenkins. Lois Archer: Johnson. Kathleen; Jones, Jessica:
Jones, Margaret: Jones, Nora;
Joyner, Ethel Leigh: Justis. Dorothy; Kahn. Blanche; Knaub.
Evelyn.
Lane. Bonnie: Latimer. Nellwyn; Levy, Gertrude; Liiv.hicum.
Mildred; McAllister. Meriel; McDaniel.
Fiances:
McGlothlin.
Bessie; McGlothlin, Mary; McMullen. Emma; Magee, Paige;
Mallory, Ella; Mann, Elizabeth;
M.irtin. Salhe; Massey, Evelyn;
Mattox, Audrey; Mattox, Clintis;
Milby. Catherine; Minon, Mary
Elizabeth:
Montague, Norvell;
Moore. Doris; Moore, Martha;
Morris, Dorothy Lee; Morris,
Helen Lee; Morris, Elizabeth;
Moseley, Lucile; Norfleet, Addie;
O'Brien, Claudine; Parker, Geneva: Payne. Virginia; Pendleton.
Miry Jane; Pond, Marion; Price,
Dorothy; Putney. Anne: Putney.
Mary Virginia; Quarles. Marjorie; Rawlings, Virginia; Rhodes, Dorothy: Rhodes. Maude;
Roberts,
Elizabeth:
Robeson.
Mary: Rodgers. Minnie Lee;
Rollins. Marguerite;
Rountree.
Willie: Russell. Margaret.
Sanford, Floience; Saunders.
Dome: Scott, Wyclif; Seward.
Nan; Showalter. Ruth; Smith,
Helen; Smoot. Catherine: Spiers,
Kathryn;
Spitler,
Elizabeth:
Stine, Martha; Switzer, Kathryn:
Thomas, Zaida: Tilman, Virginia: Tuck. Clyde: Turner, Dorothy; Tweedy. Alice; Vassar, Elizabeth; Vassar, Lois, Vaughan,
Mary Harrison: Vick. Marcia;
Wade. Eleanor: Walker, Fletcher; Walmsley. Louise; Walthall.
Martha Reed: Walton .Elizabeth:
Walton.
Katharine;
Wheeler,
Brooking; White, Janice: Wicker,
Mary:
Wilkinson,
Beverly;
Gelett Burgess
Wood, Mary Elizabeth; Yester.
Gelett Burgess wrote "Goops"
Frances;
York,
Marguerite;
•a manual of manners for chilYoung, {Catherine; Young. Janie dren in ryhme—"The Bromide."
Lee.
a dictionary, short stories, novels,
poems, plays, musical comedy,
lyrics, essays, satire, parody, and
Juveniles. His latest book Is a
mystery story, "Two
O'clock
Courage." In spite of his versatility he sems to be most famous
Continued from page 1
for his unbiqultous Jingle, "The
ol nreetlon which science cannot Purple Cow" which reads:
In turn set at naught in its fav- "I never saw a purple cow,
Ona of the most convincing And hope I never see one,
iraa of the series was that of But I can tell you anyhow.
Friday night on the miracles of I'd rather see than be one."
Five years after this was pubthe Bible and how the modern
mind can keep its faith in the lished. Burgess grew heartily sick
literal text. The miracles are of having his name attacked to it
">d as such have no and burst forth with:
other explanation but modern "Ah, yes, I wrote "The Purple
Cow"—
science advances no argument to
I'm sorry, now, I wrote It!
render them impossibilities but
id operate! In far more But I can .tell you. anyhow,
I'll kill you if you quote it!"
•uiiii/ing and incredulous feats
which we accept unnoticed because of their closeness and familiarity m our lives
Each morning at their chapel
hour. Dr. Rimmer addressed the
Gifts of
men his Christian messgage to
them is young men of today, and
Lasting Remembrance
OH Friday morning he spoke to
the S. T. C. student body. So
sure, so young, so understanding 317 Main St.
Farmville
was his viewpoint all who heard
listened.
POTTED MEATS
Don't believe n jUst because
SANDWICH SPREAD
it's proverbial, but—
Look before you leap.
SANDWICH ROLLS
Ves btH He who hesitates is
HOT DOGS
lost. A man gets no more than
ht pays for.
Everything for the Picnic
But -The best things in life
are free.
Leave well enough
alona
But
Progress never stands
still.
—Reader's Digest.
Main Street
Farmville

Rimmer, Evangelist
Speaks to Students

Martin the Jeweler

W. R. Drumeller

Chapel program was in charge
of the third grade of the Training School this morning. They
sang as a group, following Carter
Belle Munt, who led the devotionals.
The theme of the program was
Winter and Spring. The songs
were introduced by attractive
posters held by two boys of ithe
class. The winter songs were:
January — "New Year
Song."
"Over the Snow," and "Coasting"; February — "Valentine
Song"; 'America." and "Nature's;
Dream."
During Winter and Spring, the
song for March, the curtain opened to show a lovely spring
scene. The stage was effectively
decorated with pines and sprays
of peach blossoms. The gay colors of the clothes and the smiling
faces of the singers completed
the atmosphere of spring.
The spring songs for April
weie: "Dancing Together," "Fair
Crocuses," and "Welcome Sweet
Springtime."
As an encore, the group sang
"Billy Boy." They were accompanied by Betty Pamplin.

EACO
Mats, -t p. in.: Nights 8 p. m
Adults 25c;
Children 15c
Unless otherwise noted

Wed., March 27

Is Headquarters for the Bast
SANDWICHES
—and—
DRINK 8
in Farmville!

Southside Drug
Store
(On the Corner)

Thurs.-Fri., Mar. 28-29

College Tea Room

Mary Ellis. Carl Brisson

Farmville Mfg. Co.

LONGWOOD

Champagne Musical Romance of 1935
Adults 25c and 35c
Sat., Mar. 30

Musical

Buy Your
CANDY

Ann Harding

To Sell at

Frank Morgan. Ralph Forbes

H. T. Stokes & Co.
6. F. Butcher

Louisa M Alcott's

"LITTLE MEN"
Sequel to "Little Women"
with CORA SUE COLLINS
and Selected Cast
Adults 25c and 35c

High Street
"The Convenient Store"
FOR GOOD THINGS
TO EAT AND DRINK

Wed.. April 3
GEO. O'BRIEN in

Electric Shoe Shop

"When a Man's a
Man"

Will Fix Your Shoes

Harold Bell Wright's

BEST WORKMANSHIP

t'hapt. 9 "Tailspin Tommy"

AND LEATHER USED

While You Walt

The Fashion Shoppe
Reflects the newest styles. All dresses $2.95 up
COATS, SUITS, DRESSES, UNDERWEAR
Silk Hose
Fine quality

49c

59c and
69c

SPRING SPORT SHOES
Brown and white combination and sketched here.
The ideal campus shoe that puts you at the head of
footwear class.

BUILDING MATERIALS
MILLWORK
Farmville, Va.

You Would Love to Have Your
Shoes Fixed at

and

"All the King's
Horses"

If bought at this store

Offers interesting instruction by
Artist Teachers, arranged to suit
the needs of each pupil. Piano:
Elsa Schemmel Fairchlld, Marie
Schemmel Shroder. Voice: Mattie Spencer Willis. Violin: Richmond Seay of Blackstone College.

SMALL PARTIES
Good Breakfast
Dinners
Suppers

Films Developed
FREE
The Schemmel
Conservatory of Music

SUPPERS AND

t'hapt. 8 "Tailspin Tommy"

NtXt. Mon.Tues. A p. 1-2

S h a n n o n's

Farmville. Va.

Jean Parker
"SEQUOIA"

Teas and Parties

Third Street

Johns Motor Co.

Bosco

'Enchanted April'

Foley's Bakery

FiU up at

THEATRE

Special orders for

Try our doughnuts

Conoco Gas and Oil

$3.95

PAIR

OTHERS at $3.5 to $6. New zipper styles and dress
"blues."

BALDWIN'S

Lovelace Shoe Shop
110 Third Street
ROOM FURNISHINGS
SCHOOL SUPPLIES

LOVELY EASTER DRESSES

CANDIES

in one and two piece effects. You must see them to

ROSES
5-10-25c Store

realize what wonderful values are $5.45, $7.45
$9.45.
SPRING SUITS—the prettiest in town

FARMVILLE, VA.

$.945 "$15.97

OvertonMottley
Hdwe. Co.

DOROTHY MAY STORES

ELECTRIC GOODS/
Tennis Rackets and balls
Roller Skates

FARMVILLE, VA.

First to Show the Newest!

&

